Noise analysis and relaxation experiments of transport of hydrophobic anions across lipid membranes at equilibrium and nonequilibrium.
Under equilibrium and nonequilibrium steady-state conditions, the spectral intensity of current noise SJ(f) generated by the transport of hydrophobic anions across lipid bilayer membranes was investigated. The experimental results were compared with different reaction models. SJ(f) showed a characteristic increase proportional to f2 between frequency-independent tails at low and high frequencies. This gradient was found to be independent of applied voltage which indicates the contribution of a single voltage-dependent reaction step of ion translocation across the membrane. From the shape of SJ(f) at low frequencies the rate constant of ion desorption from the membrane into the aqueous phase could be estimated. Unambiguous evidence for the application of a general model, which includes the coupling of slow ion diffusion in the aqueous phase to ion adsorption/desorption at the membrane interface, could not be obtained from the low-frequency shape of SJ(f). The shot noise of this ion transport determines the amplitude of SJ(f) at high frequencies which decreases with increasing voltage applied. Analysis of voltage-jump current-relaxation experiments and of current noise carried out on one membrane yielded significant differences of the derived ion partition coefficient. This deviation is qualitatively described on the basis of incomplete reaction steps.